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Quantum Machine Learning Jacob Biamonte1,2,*, Peter Wittek3, Nicola Pancotti4, Patrick Rebentrost5, Nathan Wiebe6, and Seth Lloyd7
*jacobbiamonte@qubitorg 1Quantum Software Initiative, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skoltech Building 3, Moscow 143026, Russia
2Institute for Quantum Computing, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, N2L 3G1 Ontario, …
An introduction to quantum machine learning - arXiv
An introduction to quantum machine learning Maria Schulda, Ilya Sinayskiy a;band Francesco Petruccione aQuantum Research Group, School of
Chemistry and Physics, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, KwaZulu-Natal, 4001, South Africa
Quantum Machine Learning for 6G Communication Networks ...
regard, the emerging paradigms of Machine Learning (ML), Quantum Computing (QC), and Quantum ML (QML) and their synergies with
communication networks can be considered as core 6G enablers Considering these potentials, starting with the 5G target services and enabling
technologies, we provide a
QuantumMachineLearningAlgorithms: ReadtheFinePrint
The algorithm at the center of the “quantum machine learning” mini-revolution is called HHL [9], after my colleagues Aram Harrow, Avinatan
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Hassidim, and Seth Lloyd, who invented it in 2008 Many of the subsequent quantum learning algorithms extend HHL or use it as a subroutine, so it’s
important to understand HHL ﬁrst
From Quantum Machine Learning to Quantum AI
1) Quantum Machine Learning Seth Lloyd (MIT), USA 2) Quantum Computing for Artificial Intelligence Hans Jürgen Briegel, (Innsbruck, Austria) 3)
Artificial Intelligence for Quantum Information Processing Chin-Teng Lin (Sydney, Australia) 4) Quantum- and Bio-inspired Computational
Intelligence Francisco Herrera (Granada, Spain) 5) Quantum
Project Report - Quantum Machine Learning
Project Report - Quantum Machine Learning Amrit Singhal amrits@iitkacin Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur - Quantum Computing (CS682)
Abstract The aim of the project is to study two of the most widely used machine learning strategies, namely K-Nearest Neighbours algorithm and
Perceptron Learning algorithm, in a quantum setting, and study
Quantum generative adversarial learning
network training { using another quantum circuit We give an example of a simple practical circuit ansatz to parametrize quantum machine learning
mod-els and perform a simple numerical experiment to demonstrate that quantum generative adversarial networks can be trained successfully
References [1]Pierre-Luc Dallaire-Demers and Nathan Killoran
Quantum Machine Learning - ResearchGate
machine learning takes these ambitions a step further: quantum computing enrolls the help of nature at a subatomic level to aid the learning process
Machine learning is based on minimizing a
Quantum machine intelligence
quantum reinforcement learning, quantum reasoning, and the use of machine learning in quantum experiments The third section, Artificial
Intelligence for Quantum Informa-tion Processing, supervised by Chin-Teng Lin, University of Technology Sydney (Australia), is devoted to publishing
papers related to the exploitation of classical artificial
Quantum Algorithms for Linear Algebra and Machine Learning.
Quantum Algorithms for Linear Algebra and Machine Learning by Anupam Prakash Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering and Computer
Sciences University of California, Berkeley Professor Umesh Vazirani, Chair Most quantum algorithms o ering speedups over classical algorithms are
based on the three techQuantum machine learning - Creative Destruction Lab
We then turn to quantum machine learning, where the data that the quantum computer analyses can be either classical data, which ends up encoded
as quantum states, or quantum data Finally, we discuss briefly the problem of using classical machine learning techniques to find patterns in
quantum dynamics Classical machine learning
A Survey on Quantum Machine Learning
A Survey on Quantum Machine Learning Turan Kaan Elgin - Yiming Huang - Venkatraman Narayanan December 2018 1 Introduction Machine
learning and data analysis are emerging disciplines in modern technologies
Quantum machine learning - Phys.org
quantum Quantum machine learning is definitely aimed at revolutionizing the field of computer sciences, not only because it will be able to control
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quantum computers, speed up the information
Quantum Learning Machine - Atos
Quantum earning acine 3 Deveol p quanut m applications today The Atos Quantum Learning Machine (Atos QLM) is a complete on-premise
environment …
Quantum machine learning with Dâ wave quantum computer
principle, quantum annealing (QA), enables the quantum system to naturally evolvetowardthelow-energystatesDWave'squantumcomputerhasdeveloped some applications of quantum ML based on quantum-assisted ML algorithms, quantum Boltzmann machine,
etc Additionally, working with CPUs, quantum
Machine learning meets quantum physics
sibilities for machine learning to solve open problems in quan-tum physics Meanwhile, the idea of quantum infor-mation processing has
revolutionized the-ories and implementations of computa-tion New quantum algorithms may oﬀer tantalizing prospects to enhance machine learning
itself The interaction between machine learning and quantum physics
A hybrid machine learning algorithm for designing quantum ...
We introduce a hybrid machine learning algorithm for designing quantum optics experiments to produce specific quantum states Our algorithm
successfully found experimental schemes to produce all 5 states we asked it to, including Schrodinger¨ cat states and cubic phase states, all to a
fidelity of over 96%
Quantum Machine Learning, TensorFlow and Edward
Quantum Machine Learning, TensorFlow and Edward Feynman quote Talk by RRTucci Quantum Toronto PottersVille is allusion to famous American
movie “It’s a Wonderful Life
SPEAKERS - purdue.edu
with nanoscale materials and quantum information science Supervised Quantum Machine Learning with Photonic Qudits An approach to supervised
quantum machine learning based on qudits formed by frequency combs is discussed In particular, we discuss how a quantum circuit learning model
[Mitarai et al, PRA 98, 032309 (2018)] can
Programming - Quantum Computer
Quantum computing power* scales exponentially with qubits N bits can exactly simulate log N qubits * We will be more precise later in the lecture 10
Qubits algorithms + machine learning Machine Learning > Development of new training sets and algorithms > Classification and sampling of large
data sets
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